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Teatro del Silencio
CREatION 2014

THIS SHOW IS DEDICATED TO ANDRÉ GINTZBURGER,
OUR GREAT FRIEND, MASTER AND CONFIDANT.

“The theatre is great when the crowd rises to it, or, if it does not rise, then at least
attracts it to a higher ground. If one listens to the voice of the bourgeois crowd, one can
very easily fall. The desire to reach the heights is right if it is without compromise. It is
necessary to fight, at all costs. Onwards, onwards, always onwards! Too bad if there are
errors, so what if everything is extraordinary, screaming and passionate to the point of
horror, desperate to shock, to frighten, Anything is better than golden mediocrity. One
should never compromise, but innovate, playing with multicolored lights, new, never
before seen. These lights are blinding at first, but then blazing in the profound centre, as
we become accustomed to their brightness.”

« MEYERHOLD - Writings on the Theatre » - Volume I
Béatrice Picon-Vallin
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Doctor dapertutto
The snow is falling
as if it washed my head of all my thoughts.
sadly the theatre cannot escape its storms.
It snows, a beautiful snow,
which gives me the color of a meeting between a man,
a generation of precursor artists and their history.
It begins there.
with the same revolutions,
until the arrival of a theatre in a dictatorship.
the propaganda and its defeat.
Today I want to speak about Vsevolod Meyerhold.
About his life which unites several wars and revolutions,
those of the life of Man and those of the Theatre.
Where is freedom?
I still wonder.
Where is its sad weakness?
All of poetry is there.
And all this split between a physical theatre
and a theatre of emotive memory.
Meyerhold, creator of a new theatre since the 1900.
Searching for a theatre that brings together all the arts:
theatre, circus, cabaret, street theatre, mime, music...
Searching for a theatre that changes the life of Man.
Everything was possible for this artist
who was imprisoned, tortured, condemned and finally shot under Stalin.
I begin this adventure, which at the same time upsets me and revolts me.
The mystery of the theatre, The mystery of life.
Mauricio Celedón – Paris – June 2012
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DOCTOR DaPERTUTTO is a journey in the
Universe of Vsevolod Meyerhold (1874 - 1940), one of
the greatest Russian stage directors of XXth century,
who upset radically the conceptions and the theories of
theatre, in Europe and in the World.

The inventor of "stage direction" and Biomechanics,
who wrote in his diary of 1893: « I like the freedom, I
want it ", defended his ideas and his art at the price of
his own blood.

Revolted and upset by his history, Teatro del Silencio
speaks about his life and rediscovers his work in a
performance of street theatre, circus, physical dramatic
art and live music, conceived in two parts A parade and
a theatrical fresco in a fixed space.
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a physical visual story inspired by interactions between three fields of exploration

the artistic universe of Meyerhold
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As a scenario of theatre within the theatre where characters, of his symbolic
stage directions intersect:
as The Magnanimous Cuckold of Crommelynck, with his Stella or the tragic
clown, that he interpreted himself.
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The Crucial events of history
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From Trotsky’s murder in Mexico to that of the imperial family.
From Lenin’s death up to the Stalinist regime
with its concentration camps and its propaganda.
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episodes of his life

Particularly his commitment to the communist party, the
murder of Zinaïda, his partner and muse, and his own trial,
evoked in a fairground and circus scene, a universe loved by the
Russian director.
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This journey into Meyerhold’s universe and into the senseless and mad history, so beautiful and so terrifying of Russia, led us to deepen
our own theatrical searches of a universal language, of theatricality beyond words; by immersing ourselves in the methods of
Biomechanics, to find this purely physical incarnation.

Finally, this theatrical research asserts one's own beliefs, fundamental certainties that we share with Meyerhold:
Theatre can change the life of the man because Theatre is a direct way towards the understanding of Mankind.
This relation to the public, this approach to impact and touch the soul of the spectator,
the one that Meyerhold called the "fourth actor ",
we implement it through a work with the participation of the citizens in the

PaRaDE
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parade in public space

parade in public space

A convoy, formed of five mobile metal cages, pulled by a tractor traverses the
city.
From the first cage, speakers broadcast, in voice-over songs, and sound effects.
From the same cage, a machine pulverizes snow, on the length of the convoy.
Inside cages the Gulag’s recluses sentenced to the hard labor: the coalman, the
gold digger, the needlewoman, the lumberjack
This train – about 20 metres long - is escorted by officers and other members of
security service.
People, united against oppression, accompany this strange procession and leaves
an echo in the city, a cry resonant of a timeless hymn to freedom.
Snow falling, fog invades the streets, the train restarts to an unknown
destination.
The parade is realised with the complicity of the local population.
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THE PaRTICIPaTion of POpulaTion

We invite the inhabitants of the cities where we perform to participate in the parade, to
embody Russian people beside Teatro del Silencio’s actors.
During rehearsals and performances of the parade the participants are invited to join the
acting team to rehearse these "Theatrographies" compositions inspired by dramatic
corporeal mime.
These meetings are moments of unique sharing for both participants and for Teatro del
Silencio’s team that mark the sustainably of this parade in the heart of the city.

In practice :
- Around thirty participants, amateurs of dance, theatre,and sport, adults or
accompanied minors.
- Registration for volunteers is upstream of the coming of the Company, with the support
of the organizers.
- Preliminary meeting during the previous technical visit.
- 3 workshops - rehearsals of 3 hours in Day-3, D-2 and D-1 in the evenings.
- Convening 2 hours before the beginning of the parade on the days of shows
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the PaRTICIPATION of POpulaTion
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Extract of NOTES of 1901-1902
lETTer to anton pavlovitch tchekHov
Lettre V.- Moscou, April 18th, 1901
Dear Anton Pavlovitch,

(…) I openly rebel against the arbitrariness of the police who I witnessed in Petersburg on March 4th; I cannot dedicate myself
serenely to my art, when blood boils in the veins and when everything calls us to the fight.
I want to burn the spirit of my time. I want that all those who serve the scene become aware of their great mission. My friends
do not want to rise above their petty interests of caste, they remain strangers to broader interests, that worries me.
Yes, the theatre can play a huge role in the reorganisation of all that exists. It is not in vain that the youth of Petersburg has so
much zeal to stress his attitude towards our theatre. When on squares and in churches, whips and sabres struck so cruelly and
cynically this youth - in the theatre youth could openly protest against this arbitrary power of the police by isolating phrases
'An enemy of the people', phrases which have no real relation with the idea of the play, applauding them furiously. « Is it fair
that fools govern cultivated people? » ; « When we defend truth and freedom, we must not put our best costume » These are
Stockmann’s phrases which provoked the revolt. Theatre brought together all the classes, the various parties, made them all
suffer the same sorrow, express the same ecstasy, protest against that which revolted them all in the same way. There, the
theatre showed its independence to all the parties, and suggested to us that in time to come, its walls would defend against
whips of those who would like to govern this Country in the name of general liberation.(…).
V .Meyerhold who loves you deeply.
Sends a small message before coming.
Greetings to your mum
« MEYERHOLD - Writings on the Theatre » - Volume I
Béatrice Picon-Vallin

The Music : A " CO-CONSTRUTION "
AN original music composiTon
Directed by
Jorge martinez Flores
Played live

To re-use the words of Meyerhold, the music of DOCTOR
DAPERTUTTO is "co-construction".
An original composition created and directed by the composer and
interpreter Jorge Martinez Flores, with the complicity of Teatro del
Silencio’s musicians.
As usual in our work, the music is crucial; it is inseparable from the
creative process and stage direction.
Composed throughout the rehearsals, the music is the protagonist,
played live, it’s the internal rhythm linked to gesture, to emotion,
and to action…
This musical creation led us towards the celebrated Russian
composers with whom Meyerhold worked: Shostakovich, Prokofiev,
Tchaikovsky…
A work of research and improvisation which also led us to revisit
folklore, the traditional and revolutionary Russian songs of
yesterday mixed with punk-rock music of today.
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The team
Distribution

Artistic and stage director: Mauricio Celedón
Composer and musical director: Jorge Martinez Flores
Scenographer: Marcelo Pizarro
Choreography: Yasminee Lepe Gonzales and Mauricio Celedón
Costume designer in fixed show: Claudia Verdejo
Costume designer in parade: Patricio Luengo
Costume for trainees: Garance Thévenin, Charline Graffeuil
Master of Biomechanic: Alexey Levinskiy
Construction scenography and technicians:
Michel Arias, Clément Dreyfus, Panxo Jimenez,
Stéphane Najma
Scenography trainee: Max Lecanu
Technical manager: Stéphane Najma
Aeral and stage manager: Michel Arias
Sound technician: Francisco Araya
Performers - actors and acrobats: Bérangère Barathon,
Guillermina Celedon, Solen Henry, Luis Hormazabal,
Panxo Jimenez, Claire Joinet, Julie Jourdes, Amélie Kourim,
Yasminee Lepe Gonzales, Loic Leviel, Dimtri Rekatchevski,
Laure Sinic
Musicians: Jean-Paul Beirieu, Julie Biereye, François Morel
Coordination: Fanny Enjalbert
Managment : Marie Graindorge / Art Rythm Ethic
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We wish to thank here Béatrice Picon-Vallin for her invaluable works and especially her book: « Meyerhold, Les Voies de la création
théâtrale », (Meyerhold, The Ways of the theatrical creation), volume 17, by Béatrice Picon-Vallin, Paris, CNRS Editions, on 2004, new
edition.
Special thanks: to all those who, closely or remotely, helped us in this creation and to all theatre’s lovers who participate in the parade.

Team ON TOUR : 22 artists and TECHNICIaNS
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General tecnical informations

The parade
Duration of the parade: 35/40 minutes, with 3 or 4 stops along the way.
At final of morning or beginning of afternoon.
A minimum 7 hours break between the beginning of the parade and when the second show starts
The parade has as its base 5 chariots, 1 chariot with sound equipment powered by a generator and a snow machine fixed to the roof and
worked by an actor.
The other chariots are with actors inside. All the chariots are pulled by a tractor. The convoy length is 19 metres.
SPACE FOR PARADE : DISTANCE : 1 km maximum // MIN WIDTH OF STREETS: 6m // MIN HEIGHT under bridges and cables: 5m
The fixed show
Duration of the show: 1 hour
Capacity: unlimited - to determine according to the characteristics of the place
Surface : scenic space :
OPENING 25m // DEPTH 40m // HEIGHT 12m
Adaptable to: OPENING 20m, DEPTH 30m, HEIGHT 12m
Including fast stage dressing rooms
These dimensions due not include space for the public
Nature of ground: Flat; without obstacles, a minimum level of 1/100, for the installation of aerial structure ( 8m x 8m)
Road access and parking: for unloading of the truck-trailor (60 m3)
reception
Team on tour : 22 persons
Arrival Day-4 or Day-3 : in afternoon: 8 persons
Arrival D-3 or D-2, in afternoon: 1 person
Arrival D-2 or D-1: 13 persons
Departure D+1 : 22 persons

CO-PRODUCERS aND PaRTNERS OF DOCTOR DaPERTUTTO

Subsidies:
France : Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication : Direction Générale de la Création Artistique (DGCA) - “Aide à la Résidence de
Production Arts de la Rue - 2013”, Région Île-de-France : Aide au projet Arts de la Rue 2014 – Company subisdies by Direction Régionale
des Affaires Culturelles d’Île-de-France, Conseil Général de Seine-Saint-Denis.
With support of SPEDIDAM and ADAMI.

Coproducers, residences and supports
France : Le Moulin Fondu – CNAR de Noisy-le-Sec, L’Atelier 231 – CNAR de Sotteville-lès-Rouen, Le Parapluie – Centre International de
Création Artistique à Aurillac, Théâtre Jacques Prévert d’Aulnay-sous-Bois, La Parole Errante à La Maison de l’arbre – Armand Gatti –
Centre International de Création Artistique à Montreuil, Nil Obstrat - Centre de création Technique et Artistique dédié aux arts de la rue
- Saint-Ouen-l’Aumône
With an apprentice of Académie Fratellini
Russia: Meyerhold Center- Moscou.

Production : Teatro del Silencio

ON TOUR …

2015 – IN

project

2016 – in

project

May 2015 :
Festival Cabanes – Alsace - France
Sinsken-Kortrijk – Belgium
Festival d’Holzminden – Deutschland
FIT Bucarest - Roumania

January – August 2016:
Festival Comunas Region Metropolitana Santiago - Chile
Festival Fitich (Festival de teatro itinerante por
Chiloé profundo) Chile
Festival Iberoamericano de Teatro de Bogotá – Colombia

June 2015 :
Furies – Châlons-en-Champagne - Fr
Festival Les Invites de Villeurbanne - Fr

2014 – Before

July 2015 :
Festival au Village – Brioux-sur-Boutonne - France
Festival Deventer Op Stelten – Deventer – Holland
Festival de Leikeitio – Spain
August 2015 :
Festival TeMudas – Festival de Teatro, Danza y Música
Gran Canaria - Spain
Festival Internacional de Teatro – Setubal - Portugal
September– October 2015 :
La Défense Tours Circus - France
Festival de Teatro de Manizales – Colombia
Les fêtes romanes – Centre Culturel Wolubis - Belgium
Hi Séoul – South Corea
Festival Internacional de Teatro de Calle de Zacatecas – México
November
Festival Internacional de Teatro Héctor Azar de Pueblas - México

…

10 et 11 mai 2014: Les Rencontres d’Ici et d’Ailleurs –
Noisy-le-Sec - France
22 et 23 mai 2014 : Festival Internacional de Teatro
y Artes de calle de Valladolid - Espagne
28 et 29 juin 2014 : Festival Viva Cité - Sotteville-lès-Rouen - France
21, 22 et 23 de août 2014 : Festival International de
Théâtre de Rue – Aurillac- France

DOCTOR DAPERTUTTO
RECEIVED

THE PRIZE
OF THE BEST PERFORMANCE
IN XV VALLADOLID INTERNATIONAL
FESTIVAL OF THEATRE AND STREET THEATRE (TAC)
2014 SPAIN

STaTEMENT OF THE LaST WORDS OF MEYERHOLD
Before the court of the military college of the Supreme Court of the USSR
FEBRUaRY 1ST, 1940

/…/ It is strange that a sixty six-year-old man
didn’t put in his testimony what was necessary
for the instruction and that he lied about his own
account only because they beat him with a
rubber truncheon. He then decided to lie and to
walk to the stake. He is guilty of nothing, he was
never treacherous to his homeland. His daughter
is a communist whom he educated himself. He
thinks that the court will understand him and
will have the conviction that he is not guilty. He
has made errors in the field of art and has lost in
this field of action his social collectiveness. He
asks the court to consider the fact that, although
he is sixty six years old, he still has enough
energy to repair his faults where he was wrong
and where he has made mistakes. He recently
wrote to Lavrenti, Pavlovitch, to Viatcheslav
Mikhaïovitch and to the Prosecutor. He believed
in “Truth" and not in God, because he believed
that the Truth will win out /…/
« MEYERHOLD - Writings on the Theatre» - Volume IV
Béatrice Picon-Vallin
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MEYERHOLD VSEVOLOD EMILIEVITCH
(1874-1940)

Vsevolod Meyerhold (Meyerhol'd) is one of the first and most important theatre directors of the
twentieth century.
Rejecting the theatre of his time, and facing Stanislavski who opens the way to the scene
dematerialisation focusing attention on the real environment and psychology, Meyerhold
implements its dematerialisation which tends to emphasise the invisible and the world of dreams,
while opening on a political and reflexive theatre.
He participates in the most radical adventure of drama: symbolism, constructivism, revolution.
Executed in 1940, the Communist artist who, according to Vakhtangov, "gave the roots of the
theatre of the future" will disappear from the history and from the Soviet and European scene.
From the 1970s, this tireless and bold experimenter was gradually reinstated to his rightful place.
His work, full of fertile contradictions appears divided by the expuragation represented by the
revolution of 1917, but his consistency is related to a very elevated idea of the art of theatre and the
desire to develop a poetic and complex scenic language.
In the 1930s, with the rise of Stalinism, Meyerhold sees contemporary authors (Erdman, Tretyakov)
persecuted. In 1936, he was a target of the campaign against formalism. He defends himself
publicly, but his new stage works are banned.
Accused of being a "foreign theatre" where socialist realism triumphs. GosTIM was closed in 1938.
Stanislavski welcomes his former student in his Opera Theatre, but his death deprived Meyerhold
of any protection:
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Arrested in 1939, he was shot on February 2nd, 1940, in Moscow, as a spy and as a Trotskyist.
His legal rehabilitation took place in 1955. His aesthetic rehabilitation will be much slower, and the
conditions of his death were not known until 1988.
Meyerhold finely perceived the conflicts of a disrupted era. He gave us non-mimetic playwriting, working
directly on a scenic area in which the word is only one element, and each sign has many facets, focusing
in their scintillating complex relationships - literature, music, painting, movement, vocal arts, cinema maintained on the stage. Whilst imposing the seal of his personal world, where the theme of the fatalism
that dominates in the 1910s, is followed by the tragi-comedy of imposture, Meyerhold searches for each
author a specific staged style. However, very open to the first European works that he introduced into
Russia, his repertoire subsequently favors reinterpreted national drama in the sense of "fantastic realism"
and through the theatrical treatment he subjected the classic texts, it contributes to the emergence of a
new Soviet dramaturgy.
His theatre does not attempt to reflect life, but to participate in its change: it is based on the associative
interactions of representation and spectators.
If Stanislavski represents the founding father of modern theatre, Meyerhold is the artist, the inventor; the
revolutionary one. His work is closely related to the utopian adventure in 1917, it prescibes premonition,
ecstasy, and disenchantment. We have not finished discovering all of his wealth.

Article de Béatrice PICON-VALLIN
In Encyclopédie UNIVERSALIS
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HISTORY OF COMPANY
Mauricio CELEDON and TEATRO DEL SILENCIO

Born in 1957, in Santiago de Chile, Mauricio Celedon begins his formation in Teatro Petropol of Santiago then follows studies of
Dramatic art at the University of Chile (Universidad de Chile). He begins as actor-mime in the Compañia de los Mimos
Noisvander, with whom he travels through Latin America.
In 1980, he leaves for Europe, first in Madrid, where he plays and participates as a creator in various street theatre shows with
Teatro de Calle Lejania Company, student at the same time in dance with the Teatro Danza Company of Madrid.
This is when he decides to continue in France his study of mime, first of all with Etienne Decroux, then during three years in the
International School of the Mimodrama Marcel Marceau.
This period spent with the great masters of the French mime marks very strongly his route. It is at this time that he creates in
Toulouse his first stagings of gestual theatre.
He works as actor-mime in Théâtre de la Sphère - Mimodrama Company directed by Anne Siccot and then, as an actor in the
Théâtre du Soleil Company directed by Ariane Mnouchkine, during four years.
Throughout all this period, he also teaches mime-theatre, first of all in Madrid and then as Marcel Marceau’s assistant, during
workshops in United States, in Italy as well as in Paris, in the International School of the Mimodrama.
This journey lasted ten years after which he returned to Chile, then in full transition to democracy. He manages several
workshop of mime, organized with the help of the French Cultural Institute and of the Metropolitan University of Santiago.
It was then that he founded the Company “Teatro del Silencio”.
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The Company Teatro del Silencio, which brings together actors, dancers, musicians, acrobats and plastic artists, was created in
Santiago de Chile in 1989 by Mauricio Celedon. With the Teatro del Silencio, he sought a form of universal expression: a theatre of
emotion, gesture and music, with the determination to create a theatrical language accessible to all, allied to a reflection on our
times.
Based first in Chile from 1989 until 1999 and then in France, in Aurillac from 1999 to 2010 and from 2011 in residence at the Théâtre
Jacques Prévert of Aulnay-sous-Bois, the company continues its which realizes the merging of the performing arts, theatrical
expressions that combine circus, street theatre, mime, dance, music and text, to "impact" the spectator.
This theatrical approach permits the company to reach a wide public. Men, women and children of different cultures, histories and
languages appreciated the originality of this theatrical "language" which allowed them to travel in time and the space, without
barriers or borders.
They first discovered the history of migrants’ lives who populated America, "Transfusión" (1990) and the history of the popular
fights of Chicago at the origin of May 1st, "Ocho Horas" (1991).
On the occasion of the centenary of Arthur Rimbaud's death, Teatro del Silencio created "Malasangre, ou les mille et une nuits
du poète", a work which staged the tempestuous life of the poet. This spectacle met such a success as it will be presented in front
of more than one hundred thousand spectators in Chile then in Latin America, at the initiative of the most important festivals of
the continent.
From 1992, Teatro del Silencio participated in numerous summer festivals in France. This tour that made such an echo during
three years, "Malasangre" was presented in France and other European Countries, in North Africa as well as through South
American festivals, in alternation with a new creation, "Taca Taca, mon amour" (1993), a contemporary vision of the crucial
events that succeeded one another in Europe throughout the first part of this century; the action takes place inside a huge table
football.
In 1995, Mauricio Celedon returns to France to direct "Candides" (a free interpretation of the famous text of Voltaire) for the
Cirque Baroque. And in 1996, he stages "La Locomotive", a work by André Gintzburger at the Theatre of Ranelagh in Paris.
In 1997, Teatro del Silencio creates "Nanaqui - Dossier N° 262 602 – L'Homme qui se dit poète", a pantomime of rock and fury, a
circus-theatre show dedicated to Antonin Artaud that was presented from 1997 until 2008, in Chile, in France, in Spain, in Poland
and in Germany.
From 1989 through 1997, the creations of Teatro del Silencio were realized in Chile with the support of the Chilean
Government: Departamento Cultural del Ministerio de Educación, Dirección de Asuntos Culturales del Ministrio de
Relaciones Exteriores (DIRAC) and Municipalities of Santiago and Valparaiso and with the support of the French
Government: Ministère des Affaires Étrangères (Chilean-French Institute of Culture, AFAA, DAI).
1999 marks a decisive step in the evolution of the Company. Teatro del Silencio becomes established in France, in
Aurillac, with the double support of the French government: Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication / Direction
Régional des Affaires Culturelles d’Auvergne and the City of Aurillac. It is in Auvergne where Mauricio Celedon will create
"DoberMan", a free adaptation of Jean-Yves Picq's texts, for Athra Company from Clermont Ferrand. The same year Teatro del
Silencio will create "Alice Underground", a spectacle of circus-theatre inspired by the work of Lewis Carroll. "Alice
Underground" will be presented in Europe and in Latin America during four years.
.
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Since 1999, numerous collaborations as director or artistic adviser, Mauricio Celedon participates in diverse projects of creation in Europe. He
realizes, in 1999, the stage setting of "Palabra de Angel" for the Spanish Company Karlik Danza Teatro and in 2002, that of "Amloii o como
lo dijo Hamlet" for the Spanish Companies Karlik Danza Teatro and Samarkanda Teatro. He collaborates as choreographer with the
French Companies Metalovoice or Générik Vapeur and in Spain with the Company Aran Dramática and the International Festival of
Theatre of Mérida.
During his residence in Aurillac, Maurico and the Company give numerous workshops of gestual theatre and circus for professionals, students
and amateurs and also participate in diverse events as the "Celebration of 2000" as well, in association with the Theatre of Aurillac, the
"Cartes Blanches to Mauricio Celedon", which over several weeks propose at the same moment public rehearsals, exhibitions, shows and
concerts.
In 2003, "O Divina Commedia - Inferno" a new circus creation, inspired by the Dante's famous work The Divine Comedy is created in
Aurillac. The evolution of its research leads the Company in this creation to confront text with a new dimension, that of a physical theatre, a
circus-theatre associated with texts.
In 2003 and in 2004, Teatro del Silencio realizes the project "Dante ou La Divine Comédie de la Rue ", with the support of the "Program
Culture 2000 - Education and Culture" of the European Union. This project articulated around Dante's Divine Comedy, major work of the
European literature, aiming at establishing new and durable relations of creation with several cities and European territories and with their
populations, developing a creative relationship with citizens and artists of various generations in France, Italy, Spain and Poland. This
program united artists, populations, cultural structures of four countries, in workshops, artistic research residences, creation of spectacles, all
steered by Mauricio Celedon, with the complicity of the members of his Company.
A project realized in partnership with the Association Eclat / International Festival of Street theatre of Aurillac, the City of Aurillac and its
Theatre, the Inteatro of Polverigi festival in Italy, the Cultural Department of the Region of Extremadura in Spain and the Spanish Companies
Karlik Danza and Aran Dramática, the International Festival of Theatre Malta and the Company Polish Dance Theatre of Poznan, in Poland.
In February, 2004, Teatro del Silencio inaugurates the new Theatre of Aurillac with "Amloii o como lo dijo Hamlet" and creates on this
occasion, with comedians from companies of amateur theatre of Aurillac: "Le Cas Büchner". A creation inspired by "Woyzeck" and other of
Georg Büchner's works.
In autumn 2004, Teatro del Silencio in cooperation with the Theatre of Aurillac, proposes a new "Carte Blanche", a multidisciplinary
program, a presentation of works on Pablo Neruda: "Pablo, Pablo", the programming of several spectacles, an exhibition of painting and
drawing and a free training course opened to professionals and amateurs of live theatre.
In 2005, Teatro del Silencio in association with Karlik Danza Teatro (Spain) creates the second part of the triptych on Dante: "O Divina la
commedia - Purgatorio - A Mother and her children in the Purgatory ". Inspired by two texts: " Dante's Purgatory" and "Mother Courage
and her children" of Brecht, Purgatory will be presented from 2005 till 2007, in France, in Belgium, in Denmark, Spain Ireland, Brazil, Chile,
Colombia and Korea.
In 2007, the Teatro del Silencio completes the creation of its triptych "O Divina la Commedia" with the third part: "Fragments de Paradis"
and "Paraíso", created between street theatre and theatre-hall, a fragmented creation that emerged in the spring / summer 2007. Paraíso, a
Franco-Chilean coproduction, was performed between 2007 and 2009 in France, Germany, Poland, and Chile. As foreseen in the original
project, an ambulatory form of "Paraíso" was created in the city of Valparaiso, Chile, in December 2008, as part of a 24 hour urban
intervention "Valparaíso: de la Madrugada al Amanecer" with more than 100 artists.
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In 2009, Mauricio Celedón is invited by C. Taguet, Director of the Cirque Baroque to create the second act of a new circus-theatre play: “Le
Cirque des Gueux “.
In 2009/2010, on the occasion of the celebration of the bicentenary in 2009 of Charles Darwin, Teatro del Silencio creates "Emma Darwin",
based on the life and the works of the famous English biologist: Charles Darwin, , including "Travel of a Naturalist Around the World". A
Franco-Chilean coproduction which will be presented in France and Chile.
Also in 2009/2010, as part of the commemoration of the bicentennial of the Republic of Chile and at the request of the International Festival
Theatre “Santiago a Mil”, the company recreates one of its first creations: “Malasangre, ou les mille et une nuits du poète”.
Finally, 2010 was a transition year for the Company as it marks the beginning of a new period of residence 2011/2012/2013, in a suburb
near Paris: Aulnay sous Bois, Ile de France: With the support of the City of Aulnay-sous-Bois / Theatre Jacques Prévert, of Conseil
General de Seine-Saint-Denis, Région Ile-de-France (Emploi tremplin) and French Ministère de la Culture et de la Communication
DRAC Ile-de-France.
In Aulnay-sous-Bois, the Company created between 2010 and 2012 "Emma Darwin" and "L’Île du temps perdu ", in collaboration with CREA
Aulnay, " Musée du Bout du Monde I et II" as well as a show in tribute to the singer "Jean Ferrat".
Each summer, the company installs its circus tent in Aulnay, to organize courses and rehearsals.
Circus workshops for children and also professionals and programming circus spectacles created during these mini-residences.
In 2014, Teatro del Silencio creates "DOCTOR DAPERTUTTO", inspired by the life and work of the great Russian director Vsevolod
MEYERHOLD A show in two acts, a PARADE involving local volunteers and fixed show. "DOCTOR DAPERTUTTO" won the prize of the
BEST SHOW in International Festival of Theatre and Street Theatre of Valladolid -TAc 2014. More than 40 perfomances in France , Europe,
South America and Asia are in project for seasons 2015 and 2016.
Alongside the creative process, Mauricio and the Company realize workshops in mime, theatre of gesture, drama and emotion,
circus-theatre, gesture-texts theatre - addressing both professionals and amateurs or even scholars (college, theatre classes), for National
Education, but also for training organizations, within the framework of international festivals, at the request of other companies, additionally as
part of International Seminars like those organized with the support of the Chilean Government / Fondart 2005 and Cultural Center Matucana
100 of Santiago, which provided for 120 young theatre students, a free training of mime, dance, music, creative decor and costumes.

TEATRO DEL SILENCIO IS SUPPORTED BY
FRENCH MINISTRY OF CULTURE AND COMMUNICATION : DRAC ILE DE FRANCE
REGION ILE DE FRANCE – Dispositif Emploi Tremplin.
With support for show tours of :
INSTITUT FRANCAIS - French Ministry of Foreign and Europeans affairs
© Ch. Raynaud de Lage
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DOCTOR DaPERTUTTO
Extracts of the press review
2014

LA MONTAGNE – 22/08/2014

The Street Theatre
transported by the
crowd

AURILLAC
The second day of the
Festival of Street Theatre
knew a public's beautiful
abundance, as the image
of the spectators of the
Teatro del Silencio

LA MONTAGNE - 22/08/2014

Steet Theatre Festival
IN
Teatro del Silencio - Under the
wind of Siberia, the rebels of
yesterday and today.
DOCTOR DAPERTUTTO

Mauricio Celedon does not betray the
expectations which the faithful public of
Aurillac, had in him. With the diptych
DOCTOR DAPERTUTTO, The baroque
director of Teatro del Silencio has
celebrated the fights of Russia of
beginning of the 20th century to
reaffirm better our contemporary
resistances.
Articulated around an energetic parade,
where the people try to escape of the
Siberian Gulag and of the political yoke;
and of the second part in fix that
multiplies dramatic pictures and
poetical acrobatics.
This spectacle rends a beautiful tribute
to Vesvolod Meyrehold. Author and
Russian stage director who I affirm
without stopping until his death in 1940
the need for art and freedom.

LA VOIX DU CANTAL - 21 au 27 08/2014

29 International Street Theatre
Festival
Aurillac 2014
Inspired by the work of
Russian
stage
director
Vsevolod Meyerhold, Teatro
del Silencio presents his new
creation in two acts: a parade
and then a fixed show.
Doctor Dapertutto develops
in Stalin's Russia, in times of
Gulag.
Acrobatics
and
powerful poetic pictures,
committed and political.
Teatro
del
Silencio,
accustomed of Aurillac‘s
Festival returns in great
shape.

ROUEN RIVE GAUCHE - 30/06/2014

Our “pets” of the week-end
Teatro del Silencio:
“Doctor Dapertutto”
Breathtaking, remarkable. The words were lacking to
the spectators to qualify the performance of this
Company, Teatro del Silencio created in 1989 in Santiago
de Chile which brings together actors dancers,
musicians, acrobats and plastic artists. Its parade around
the city hall was very noticed. Inspired of the life and the
works of Vesvolod Meyerhold, one of the great masters
of the Russian theater of the XXth century, the terrible
and so realistic cavalcade of the Doctor Dapertutto made
artists and public participate in an interactive theatre.

FIESTA CULTURA – Revista de Teatro Callejero - N° 60 - Otoño 2014

FIESTA CULTURA – Revista de Teatro Callejero - N° 60 - Otoño 2014

EL NORTE DE CASTILLA - 23/05/2014

The rain can nothing against the Street Theatre Festival
Teatro del Silencio and Odin Teatret surprise on a day disrupted by
the weather.
The TAC Festival survival in gusts

Act of love to the theater

(…)

Yesterday, the main street of “Campo Grande” was the place of a
powerful proposition, both in its comment and by its form:
DOCTOR DAPERTUTTO, of the French-Chilean company Teatro
del Silencio - a performance in tribute to the Russian researcher
and dramatist Vsevolod Meyerhold.
In a first part, a convoy of cages in which are recreated scenes of
hard labour of Gulag’s prisoners, is followed by a group of
oppressed interpreted with the complicity of local volunteers.
The group finished its trajectory on the place Zorilla where takes
place the second part of the show. (At the end of the wandering,
which took place in the morning, the actors were really moved).
Then the main street has been yesterday surprised by a
downpour to which resisted stoically the comedians as the public,
until the long applauses of the final, all soaked to the bones.
It was worth: this singular blend of scenic disciplines, this parade
of grotesque characters to the rhythm of a live music offers a
fierce critic of the Stalinist regime whose Meyerhold was a victim
and above all made this show a clamor for human rights and a
love song to theatre and “the actor who learns of his own blood”.

EL NORTE DE CASTILLA - 23/05/2014

TRIBUNA VALLADOLID.COM - 25.05.2014

Cultura Valladolid

http://www.tribunavalladolid.com/noticias/teatro-de-silencio-conquista-el-tac-2014-con-su-montajedoctor-dapertutto/1401034654

Teatro de Silencio conquered TAC 2014
with its show “Doctor Dapertutto”

Twenty Vallisoletians participated in this show, the best of
the festival according to the jury. The prize for the best
interpretation was awarded to the French Anne Kaempf
and Lior Schoow while the circus prize went to the
Barolosolo company.

The French-Chilean Company Teatro del
Silencio directed by Mauricio Celedón, has
been crowned as winner of the 15th edition
of the International Festival of theatre and
the street theatre of Valladolid ( TAC), with
the prize of the " BEST SHOW " of the official
section with "Doctor Dapertutto".
With "Doctor Dapertutto", Teatro del Silencio
proposed a journey in the universe of Vsevolod
Meyerhold, one of the greatest Russian theatre
directors of the XXth century, a pioneer of the
contemporary theatre which radically changed theories
and concepts of the theater, according to Europa Press,
sources of the oganization.
The company was moved by his history, Meyerhold was
imprisoned and shot under Stalin's regime, chose to
rediscover its work in this street theatre show in which it
deepens his revolutionary conceptions of the theatre.
The show structured in two parts, counted with the
participation of twenty volunteers of Valladolid. It is
precisely some of them who received the prize, in the
name of the company, from the hands of the Mayor of
Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva, thanking
Teatro del Silencio for the chance for living this
experience " brutal and unforgettable " (…)

EL NORTE DE CASTILLA.ES

25 / 05 / 2014

http://www.elnortedecastilla.es/20140525/cultura/teatro-silencio-vence-doctor-201405251718.html

Teatro del Silencio wins the TAc with DOCTOR DAPERTUTTO,
a show in which participated 20 volunteers of Valladolid.
La bailarina Alicia Soto-Hojarasca conquista el premio al Mejor Espectáculo en el apartado Estación Norte
25.05.14 - 17:18 -VIRGINIA T. FERNÁNDEZ | VALLADOLID

Espectáculo 'Teatro de Silencio'. /G. Villamil

"Doctor

Dapertutto", the show of the French-Chilean company Teatro del Silencio directed by Mauricio Celedón, obtained the prize
of the Best Show of the Official Section during the fifteenth edition of the TAC. It was one of the strongest proposals of the
programming of this edition, a tribute in the universe of the Russian director Vsevolod Meyerhold, the big pioneer of contemporary
theater, who was murdered in the decade forty during the Stalinist regime.
The company had already left Valladolid because its representations opened the festival but the festival’s award was handed to some of
twenty local volunteers who had participated in the first part of the show, which we had been able to appreciate on Thursday and Friday,
around place Campo Grande. The prize was delivered personally to volunteers by the Mayor of Valladolid, Francisco Javier León de la Riva,
they thanked Teatro del Silencio for this “chance for living a rough and unforgettable experience”. (…)

© Gaïa Rase casanova
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